1. Introduction
===============

Carbon dioxide is one of the most fundamental chemical species on earth, yet its solid-phase behavior at high pressures continues to confound. Starting with the 1994 powder X-ray diffraction structure of phase III,^[@cit1]^ researchers have mapped out a rich phase diagram with 8--10 crystalline phases that range from molecular crystals at lower pressures to extended covalent and ionic phases at high pressures.^[@cit2]^ Experimental characterization of these crystal structures and their solid--solid phase boundaries has often proved challenging, with considerable kinetic path-dependence and hysteresis in the phase transitions, difficulty in obtaining high-quality diffraction data, and sharp pressure gradients within samples that complicate spectroscopic measurements. As a result, the literature on high-pressure carbon dioxide contains numerous contradictory experimental interpretations. Fortunately, substantial advances in computational modeling of molecular materials^[@cit3]^ mean that *ab initio* calculations can help resolve such controversies and play an integral role in molecular crystallography. Using high-level electronic structure calculations, the present study investigates several molecular crystal phases of carbon dioxide and demonstrates quantitative agreement between predicted and experimentally observed structural, mechanical, and spectroscopic properties for several of them. However, the same theoretical evidence indicates that the long-accepted structure of phase III carbon dioxide is inconsistent with spectroscopic data, and that phases III and VII are likely identical.

Controversy has long surrounded the high-pressure phase diagram of carbon dioxide ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Substantial research developed a framework in which lower pressure molecular crystal phases I, III, and VII transition to "intermediate bonding" phases II and IV at moderate pressures (∼20--40 GPa), before eventually forming extended covalent or ionic phases at higher pressures.^[@cit2]^ The intermediate bonding phases purportedly exhibit elongated and/or bent carbon dioxide molecules and abnormally large bulk moduli.^[@cit5]--[@cit7]^ However, subsequent experiments^[@cit8],[@cit9]^ and density functional theory (DFT) calculations^[@cit10],[@cit11]^ have challenged this interpretation, suggesting instead more traditional molecular crystal structures at intermediate pressures, with linear carbon dioxide molecules and typical bulk moduli.

![Phase diagram of carbon dioxide up to 40 GPa.](c7sc03267f-f1){#fig1}

Phases III and VII represent another conundrum. X-ray diffraction studies suggest that both phases adopt similar *Cmca* space group structures ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).^[@cit1],[@cit12]^ The primary differences lie in effectively swapping the *a* and *b* lattice constants and slightly altering the angle the molecule forms relative to the *c* crystallographic axis. Phase III can be formed at room temperature by compressing phase I (dry ice) to pressures above ∼12 GPa, though the precise phase boundary remains unclear due to the sluggish martensitic phase change.^[@cit2]^ Obtaining high-quality diffraction data for phase III has proved challenging, and the currently accepted structure was extracted from powder X-ray diffraction on a sample believed to contain a mixture of phases I and III.^[@cit1]^ Despite routinely being included in the low-temperature region of the phase diagram, phase III is actually believed to be metastable and monotropic relative to phase II. It converts to phase II upon annealing to ∼500 K at 12 GPa or above.^[@cit5],[@cit9]^

![Structure overlay of the experimental crystal structures for phases III (blue) and VII (gray). Root-mean-square deviation^[@cit4]^ = 0.24 Å.](c7sc03267f-f2){#fig2}

Phase VII occurs in a narrow pressure and temperature region around 15--17 GPa and 750 K,^[@cit2]^ and producing it experimentally can also be challenging.^[@cit12],[@cit13]^ Nevertheless, its structure was determined *via* X-ray diffraction on single crystals grown from the melt. Given the difficulty of obtaining quality diffraction data for phase III and the correspondingly poor constraints on its structure,^[@cit12],[@cit14],[@cit15]^ the possibility that phases III and VII were actually the same phase was raised immediately.^[@cit12]^ However, the non-contiguous existence domains for III and VII in the phase diagram and subtle differences in the Raman spectra were cited in favor of there being two distinct phases.^[@cit12]^

Resolving these issues experimentally has proved challenging. *Ab initio* crystallography plays an increasingly important role in molecular crystals, materials, and even biological systems. Computational refinement of experimental crystal structures has long been integral in many studies, and advances in crystal structure prediction^[@cit16],[@cit17]^ have made *ab initio* structure determination even more viable. Unfortunately, energy alone is often an insufficient descriptor---one commonly predicts multiple potential structures whose energies are sufficiently close so as to prevent clear discrimination. By predicting and comparing additional spectroscopic observables such as infrared, Raman, or nuclear magnetic resonance spectra, however, one can markedly increase confidence in the structural assignments.^[@cit3],[@cit18]--[@cit21]^

Here, several molecular crystalline phases of carbon dioxide are revisited with large basis, quasi-harmonic second-order Møller--Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) electronic structure theory calculations.^[@cit22],[@cit23]^ These high-level calculations quantitatively reproduce structures, mechanical properties, and Raman spectra across most of the phases considered. However, these models do not predict a distinct phase III structure whatsoever. Moreover, even if the experimental structure were correct, the predictions here indicate that its Raman spectrum would differ from the experimentally observed spectra. In contrast, the predictions for phase VII are consistent with those observed experimentally for phase III.

These high-level *ab initio* calculations are made feasible for crystalline carbon dioxide using the fragment-based hybrid many-body interaction (HMBI) model.^[@cit24],[@cit25]^ The HMBI model partitions the crystal into molecular fragments. Unit cell monomers and short-range dimers are treated quantum mechanically, while longer-range dimers and many-body effects are approximated with a classical AMOEBA^[@cit26],[@cit27]^ polarizable force field. A quasi-harmonic phonon treatment was employed to incorporate zero-point vibrational energy and thermal vibrational effects computed at the same MP2 level of theory into the model. See Section 4 for more details.

Previous quasi-harmonic MP2 and coupled cluster singles, doubles, and perturbative triples (CCSD(T)) HMBI calculations on phase I carbon dioxide predicted the experimental thermal volume expansion within 2%, the experimental sublimation enthalpy within 1.5 kJ mol^--1^, and the experimental sublimation entropy within 2 J mol^--1^ K^--1^ between 0--200 K.^[@cit22]^ The sublimation point was predicted within 3 degrees Celsius.^[@cit23]^ Differences between MP2 and CCSD(T) for phase I in those studies were small: 0.1 cm^3^ mol^--1^ (less than 1%) in molar volume and 0.3 kJ mol^--1^ (1%) in lattice energy. Given the high computational cost of coupled cluster calculations compared to MP2 ones and their small marginal impact on the results in those earlier studies, MP2 calculations are used here.

2. Results and discussion
=========================

To begin, compare the predicted and experimental structures for several different molecular crystalline phases. As can be seen in [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, complete basis set quasi-harmonic MP2 predicts the phase I, II, and VII lattice parameters and unit cell volumes in excellent agreement with experiment, with root-mean-square deviations of only 0.01--0.05 Å. The errors in the predicted room-temperature lattice constants never exceed 1% across a broad pressure range. The phase II predictions indicate a normal 1.155 Å C0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 1111111111111111111111111111111111 1111111111111111111111111111111111 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000 0000000000000000000000000000000000O bond length at 25.8 GPa, in excellent agreement with the 2014 crystal structure^[@cit9]^ and DFT calculations,^[@cit10],[@cit11]^ and contrary to earlier suggestions of an "intermediate bonding" structure with extended 1.33 Å bonds.^[@cit6]^ Only one experimental crystal structure has been reported for phase VII (at 726 K and 12.1 GPa). Despite the high temperature which is more challenging for a quasi-harmonic approximation, only the 1.4% error in the *a* lattice constant exceeds this 1% error threshold.

![Overlays and root-mean-square deviations (RMSD) between MP2-predicted (red) and experimental crystal structures for (a) phase I at 7.46 GPa and room temperature,^[@cit1]^ (b) phase II at 25.8 GPa and room temperature,^[@cit9]^ (c) phase III at 11.8 GPa and room temperature,^[@cit1]^ and (d) phase VII at 12.1 GPa and 726 K.^[@cit12]^ Note the discrepancy between theory and experiment for the unit cell of phase III.](c7sc03267f-f3){#fig3}

![Comparison of predicted complete-basis-set MP2 (lines) and experimental (points) room temperature isotherms for (a) phase I,^[@cit1],[@cit28]--[@cit30]^ (b) phase II,^[@cit6],[@cit9]^ and (c) phase III^[@cit15]^ carbon dioxide. Vinet equation of state^[@cit31]^ parameters fitted to the MP2 volumes are listed. ESI Tables S1--S4[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"} show good agreement between the predicted and literature values for specific structures and the equation of state data. (d) Errors in the predicted lattice constants *versus* experiment over various pressures at room temperature, except for phase VII which is at 726 K. The shaded band indicates ±1% error.](c7sc03267f-f4){#fig4}

The situation for phase III is completely different. As shown in [Fig. 4c and d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the predicted volumes are modestly smaller than the experimentally reported values, and the errors in the *a* and *b* lattice parameters relative to the experimental crystal structure are 5--10 fold larger than those for the other phases. The 0.22 Å RMSD between the experimental and predicted phase III structure is twenty-times larger than that for phases I and II.

Both conventional electronic and quasi-harmonic MP2 free energy relaxation of the experimental phase III structure always converge to the phase VII structure, regardless of temperature or pressure. In fact, no reported electronic structure calculation on phase III predicts a distinct phase III structure.^[@cit10],[@cit11],[@cit32]--[@cit34]^ Even if phase III is only metastable relative to phase II as inferred experimentally, it should exist as a local minimum on the free energy surface that is distinct from phase VII.

Raman spectroscopy provides further evidence that the phase III structure is problematic. Consider the librational phonons, which are sensitive to crystal packing and do not suffer from the anharmonic modeling complexities^[@cit35]^ of the Fermi resonance that occurs at higher frequencies. [Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} compares room-temperature experimental Raman spectra against those computed at the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level using unit cell parameters from the complete basis set quasi-harmonic MP2 calculations. Note that switching to the larger aug-cc-pVTZ basis has only a small effect on the predicted spectrum (ESI Fig. S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

![(a) Comparison of MP2-predicted and experimental lattice phonon Raman spectra for phases I,^[@cit14]^ II,^[@cit9]^ IV,^[@cit8]^ and VII^[@cit12]^ carbon dioxide. (b) Comparison of Raman spectra for phases III and VII,^[@cit12],[@cit14]^ including predicted spectra using either quasi-harmonic complete basis set MP2 ("MP2/CBS cell") or experimentally determined unit cell parameters ("Expt cell"). (c) Pressure dependence of the experimental phase III^[@cit14]^ and predicted phase VII Raman spectra. All spectra are at room temperature unless otherwise indicated. \*The phase IV spectrum employs an MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized cell instead of a complete basis set quasi-harmonic MP2 one.](c7sc03267f-f5){#fig5}

[Fig. 5a](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows that the predicted Raman peak positions and intensities generally agree very well with experiment for several different molecular phases of carbon dioxide. For phases I and II, the predicted peaks lie within ∼10 cm^--1^ of experiment. Similarly good results are obtained at other pressures as well (ESI Fig. S4 and S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). The phase II calculations confirm the assignments^[@cit9],[@cit10]^ of the broad band near 300 cm^--1^ to the doubly-degenerate E~g~ mode, and the band near 365 cm^--1^ to the B~1g~ mode, contrary to earlier reports.^[@cit6]^ Note that the experimental broadening of the E~g~ mode is sample dependent, and it has been attributed to microscopic strains which may lift the two-fold degeneracy *via* orthorhombic distortion^[@cit9],[@cit10]^---factors which are not present in the modeling.

For phase VII, agreement between the predicted and experimental structures is also reasonably good, with the predicted frequencies ∼10--15 cm^--1^ too high. Although this study does not perform complete-basis MP2 quasi-harmonic calculations for the larger phase IV unit cell, even the Raman spectrum predicted for the MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ optimized phase IV cell is in good agreement with the experiment spectrum (due to error cancellation between the small basis and the neglect of thermal expansion; ESI Fig. S3[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

Consider next the comparison of phase III and VII spectra in [Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. The *Cmca* structures should exhibit four Raman-active lattice modes. Experimentally, these modes have been assigned to the four peaks which are labeled a--d in the phase III spectrum at 13 GPa. The MP2 predictions concur with the three higher-frequency modes, b--d. However, they suggest the fourth Raman-active mode is not a, but rather a low-intensity B~3g~ mode in between the c and d modes.

Focus first on the three major peaks b--d which are clearly present in both the experimental and predicted spectra. The positions and intensities of these peaks in the complete basis set MP2 phase VII structure are consistent with both the experimental phase III and VII spectra. Of course, that consistency alone is insufficient to rule out the phase III structure. However, theory allows one to predict what the Raman spectrum would look like if the phase III structure were correct. Although the phase III structure is not a stationary point on the free energy surface, one can start with the purported experimental structure of phase III, freeze the lattice constants, relax the atomic positions, and predict the Raman frequencies and intensities. This differs from the other Raman calculations here only in obtaining the lattice constants from the experimental structure instead of from complete basis set quasi-harmonic MP2 calculations. The phase III structure optimized with fixed experimental lattice constants reproduces the claimed experimental structure very well (RMSD 0.03 Å, ESI Fig. S1[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Strikingly, adopting the purported experimental structure shifts the highest-frequency band ∼50 cm^--1^ to almost 350 cm^--1^ at 11--12 GPa ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, top panel), *versus* below 300 cm^--1^ experimentally. That ∼50 cm^--1^ disagreement between theory and experiment is several-fold larger than the disagreements observed between theory and experiment for any of the other phases examined here.

For comparison, performing the same procedure on the 726 K experimental phase VII structure^[@cit12]^ results in a predicted spectrum that is in excellent agreement with both the complete basis set MP2 cell Raman spectrum at the same temperature and the experimental room-temperature Raman at ∼11--13 GPa. In other words, while the experimentally reported phase VII structure is consistent with the predicted one in terms of both structure and Raman activity, the putative phase III structure is neither a stationary point on the free energy surface, nor is its predicted Raman spectrum compatible with the experimentally observed one.

If the phase III structure is incorrect, might some other unknown structure account for the experimental data? To investigate this possibility, evolutionary algorithm-driven crystal structure prediction was performed with the OPLS-AA force field^[@cit36]^ to generate potential carbon dioxide crystal structures with either two or four molecules in the unit cell at ambient pressure, followed by subsequent structural relaxation at 11.8 GPa with planewave PBE-D2. The crystal structure prediction generated phase I, II, and VII (phase IV has more than four molecules in the unit cell), along with 22 other potential structures within 10 kJ mol^--1^ of the most stable one ([Fig. 6)](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}. However, none of the other structures has a simulated powder X-ray diffraction pattern that is plausibly consistent with the experimental phase III one (ESI Section S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}). Of course, the potential for structures with a different number of molecules in the cell or otherwise missed by this crystal structure prediction cannot be ruled out.

![(a) PBE-D2 crystal energy landscape for potential carbon dioxide crystal structures at 11.8 GPa with *Z* = 2 or 4 molecules in the unit cell. (b) Comparison for simulated powder X-ray diffraction patterns for the lowest-lying PBE-D2 predicted structures against the actual^[@cit1]^ (purple) and simulated experimental phase III (using the purported structure) ones. Aside from the purported phase III structure, only the phase VII structure plausibly corresponds to the experimental data. Simulated diffraction patterns for all 25 low-energy structures are provided in ESI Section S6.[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}](c7sc03267f-f6){#fig6}

Nevertheless, in the absence of other viable phase III structures, the most obvious alternative is that phase III and VII are in fact the same, as was first raised (and subsequently discounted) by Giordano and Datchi.^[@cit12]^ Raman spectroscopic evidence supports this hypothesis. The phase VII predictions quantitatively reproduce the pressure dependence of the phase III Raman spectra over tens of GPa ([Fig. 5c](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The predicted phase VII A~g~ and B~1g~ modes cross at 25 GPa, just like experimentally observed b and c modes for phase III (ESI Fig. S6[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

The most significant disagreement between theory and experiment for phases III and VII stems from mode a, which appears as a lower-frequency shoulder on mode b in some experiments. Neither our calculations nor previous MP2 calculations^[@cit33]^ reproduce this shoulder. Instead, they predict the low-intensity fourth B~3g~ librational mode between experimental modes c and d. Although the DFT frequencies predicted by Bonev *et al.* ^[@cit10]^ provide nominal agreement with the experimental frequencies for modes a--d, closer inspection of their symmetry character and the errors expected from the neglect of van der Waals dispersion in those calculations suggests they are actually more consistent with the MP2 results here (ESI Section S5[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).

Several experimental details also support the possibility that the peak ascribed to mode a has erroneously been attributed to phase III. First, Raman spectra in the phase I--III transition region cannot always be described as a simple combination of the modes for the two phases^[@cit14]^ The transition between phases I and III is notoriously sluggish over a broad pressure range, and other difficult-to-assign peaks are common during the transition. The Raman spectra is sensitive to strain and behaves very differently upon pressure loading and unloading. For example, the intensity of mode a is considerably stronger upon loading to 16.8 GPa than it is upon unloading to 16.2 GPa.^[@cit14]^ See also the significant differences in the experimental intensity of the mode a peak for phase VII at 11.2 and 12.6 GPa ([Fig. 5b](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}).^[@cit12]^

Second, the intensity of mode a decreases rapidly as pressure is increased beyond the phase transition region, and it is difficult to observe above ∼20 GPa.^[@cit14]^ Assigning it to one of the four Raman-active librational modes would require that its intensity exhibit substantially larger pressure dependence than is exhibited by any of the other modes experimentally or theoretically. Third, experimental Raman spectrum of the analogous *Cmca* phases of CS~2~ ([@cit37]) and C~2~H~2~ ([@cit38]) support the theoretical assignment for CO~2~. In both species, only three of the expected four librational modes exhibit appreciable intensity, and the lowest two frequency modes are the ones that cross as a function of pressure (instead of the middle two modes b and c according to the experimental assignments for CO~2~). MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ calculations on CS~2~ suggest the fourth unobserved mode is indeed a weak-intensity one, just as predicted for CO~2~. Taken together, this evidence bolsters the case that mode a is an artifact of the phase transition rather than a librational mode of phase III, and that the experimental phase III Raman spectra are well-reproduced by the phase VII structure instead of the phase III one.

3. Conclusions
==============

To summarize, large-basis, quasi-harmonic MP2 electronic structure calculations accurately reproduce experimentally observed structural, mechanical, and spectroscopic properties for several different molecular crystal phases of carbon dioxide across broad pressure range. However, theoretical optimization of the purported structure for phase III relaxes directly to phase VII. Even if phase III is only metastable, the existence of two distinct phases should translate to two separate free energy basins, but only one is found computationally. Furthermore, the claimed experimental phase III structure would produce a Raman spectrum in the librational region that disagrees with the experimentally observed ones. In contrast, Raman spectra predicted for phase VII agree well with the experimentally observed phase III and VII ones over a broad pressure range.

Based on the above results and the failure to identify a plausible alternative structure, we propose that phases III and VII are in fact the same. Although this hypothesis accounts for the data discussed above, questions remain. While the subtle differences in the experimental phase III and VII Raman spectra might be attributed to the variations arising from microstrain or other experimental complications, the apparent disconnect between the phase III and VII regions in the phase diagram is more difficult to rationalize. On the one hand, there is no contradiction in having phase III/VII be kinetically accessible in the phase III region and thermodynamically stable in the phase VII region. Instead of phase III being monotropically related to phases II and/or IV, phase III/VII would be enantiotropically related to them.

On the other hand, if the two phases are the same, why is phase VII seemingly difficult to form from phase I (it is typically formed from the melt instead),^[@cit13]^ while phase III forms readily? Perhaps given the sluggish nature of the phase I → III/VII transition and the narrow region of phase VII stability, the transformation from I → VII upon isothermal compression near 725 K is incomplete before one enters the region of phase IV stability. Similarly, why can one not form phase III kinetically *via* isothermal compression of phase I, then heat it to the phase VII region of thermodynamic stability without it transforming to phase II? If the kinetic barrier to transforming phase III → II is relatively small, maybe heating metastable phase III/VII from ambient temperatures provides sufficient thermal energy to convert to the more stable phase II before one reaches the regime of phase III/VII thermodynamic stability. Interestingly, one can quench phase VII down to room temperature, suggesting that the rate of heating may be significant. New experiments that investigate the crystal structure of phase III and its relationship to phase VII are clearly needed.

4. Methods
==========

Quasi-harmonic structure optimizations
--------------------------------------

Crystal structure optimizations were performed by minimizing the free energy as a function of temperature and pressure, *G*(*T*,*P*):where *U* ~el~ is the electronic energy, *PV* is the pressure--volume term, and *F* ~vib~ is the Helmholtz vibrational free energy in the standard harmonic approximation. The phonon frequencies were computed *via* the quasi-harmonic approximation: frequencies for the electronic-energy minimized structure were computed *via* lattice dynamics on a 3 × 3 × 3 Monkhorst--Pack grid and a 3 × 3 × 3 supercell. Mode-specific Grüneisen parameters *γ* ~*k*,i~ for each mode i were approximated at each reciprocal lattice vector *k via* finite difference of the frequencies using modestly compressed and expanded cells. The frequencies *ω* ~*k*,i~ at an arbitrary volume were then computed from the reference frequencies, reference volume, and Grüneisen parameters,

See [@cit22] for details.

Electronic structure calculations
---------------------------------

The electronic energy calculations were performed using the fragment-based HMBI model.^[@cit24],[@cit39]^ One-body and short-range two-body contributions were computed at the density-fitted complete basis set MP2 level using Molpro 2012,^[@cit40]^ while the long-range and many-body contributions were evaluated using the AMOEBA force field, as implemented in Tinker 6.3.^[@cit41]^ Complete basis set extrapolation of the energies, forces, and Hessians was performed *via* standard two-point extrapolation of the aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ^[@cit42]^ results. Carbon dioxide force field parameters were generated using Poltype 1.1.3.^[@cit27]^ Space group symmetry is exploited throughout to reduce the number of monomer and dimer fragments that need to be computed.^[@cit43]^

Raman spectra predictions
-------------------------

To compute Raman spectra, the complete basis set quasi-harmonic HMBI MP2 structures (or the experimental structures in selected cases) were electronic energy-minimized at the HMBI MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level with lattice parameters held fixed. Zone-center (**k** = 0) phonons were computed at the same level of theory. Raman intensities were then approximated at the 1- and 2-body level.^[@cit44]^ Many-body effects were neglected in computing the polarizability derivatives that are used to evaluate the Raman intensities, but these effects are generally small in carbon dioxide. Space group symmetry was again employed. To minimize numerical noise associated with finite differencing the polarizability derivatives, individual fragment MP2 frequency calculations were performed *via* analytic second derivatives as implemented in Gaussian 09.^[@cit45]^ The polarizability derivatives were evaluated *via* finite difference of the polarizabilities. Simulated spectra were plotted as a sum of Gaussian functions with a full width at half maximum of 10 cm^--1^.

Crystal structure prediction
----------------------------

Potential carbon dioxide crystal structures were generated *via* the evolutionary algorithms implemented in USPEX.^[@cit46]^ Each of six runs was seeded with ten random structures from randomly chosen space groups, containing either two or four molecules in the unit cell (the unit cell sizes for phases I, II, and III/VII). Structures were relaxed at ambient pressure and energies computed using Tinker and the OPLS-AA force field.^[@cit36]^ New structures were constructed for 15--20 generations *via* heredity, coordinate/rotational mutations, or lattice mutation.^[@cit46]^ This process generated 660 structures with *Z* = 2 and 1083 structures with *Z* = 4 were generated, though many of these were redundant or clearly energetically unfavorable.

After removal of obvious duplicates, the most stable 91 structures were then refined under 11.8 GPa of pressure (the pressure for the experimental powder X-ray diffraction of phase III) in Quantum Espresso^[@cit47]^ using periodic PBE-D2,^[@cit48],[@cit49]^ an 80 Ry planewave cutoff, a 7 × 7 × 7 Monkhorst--Pack *k*-point grid, and ultrasoft pseudopotentials C.pbe-rrkjus.UPF and O.pbe-rrkjus.UPF from ; http://www.quantum-espresso.org. Structures were analyzed in terms of energy, unit cell volume, root-mean-square deviations in atomic positions, and by comparing simulated powder X-ray diffraction patterns (wavelength 0.6888 Å) generated by Mercury.^[@cit50]^ These were then compared against the experimental phase III diffraction pattern and the simulated pattern for the experimentally reported phase III crystal structure.^[@cit1]^

Data analysis
-------------

Experimental crystal structures and Raman data was taken from the literature. When tabulated data was unavailable, Raman spectra and equation of state data were digitized from published figures. Root-mean-square deviations between predicted and optimized structures employ 15-molecule clusters,^[@cit4]^ as implemented in Mercury.^[@cit50]^) Bulk moduli were computed by fitting to the Vinet equation of state,^[@cit31]^ which proves more numerically robust than the Birch--Murnaghan one (ESI Section S2[†](#fn1){ref-type="fn"}).^[@cit22]^
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[^1]: †Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Comparisons between predicted and experimental structures, bulk modulus data, assessment of modeling choices on the predicted Raman spectra, pressure-dependent Raman data, and crystal structure prediction results. See DOI: [10.1039/c7sc03267f](10.1039/c7sc03267f) Click here for additional data file. Click here for additional data file. Click here for additional data file.
